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 It was directed by its star, Choi Min-Sik. Spy! was the least well-received of these films, since it failed at the box office and received mostly negative reviews. The film was followed by another sequel, Ninja II: The Two Hungry Tigers (1994), but this one failed to revive the franchise. Another sequel, Ninja III: The Domination, was also made but received no United States release. English-language
version Despite the relative failure of the Korean film in the American market, several American actors appeared in the English-language version of the film. Scott Baio played the role of the title character, a weapons expert turned into a ninja, played by the female American pop singer Toni Braxton. The film was a box-office success, despite having fewer than 100,000 viewers. References External

links Category:1994 films Category:1990s action films Category:1990s martial arts films Category:American films Category:American independent films Category:Ninja films Category:English-language films Category:Fictional ninja Category:Films set in Korea Category:Films shot in South Korea Category:Films set in the 10th century Category:Films about ninjaThe Mavs look great. 3-1. 4-0 on the
road. Playing great basketball. Very deserving of the 5th seed. Good play by the referees. They call all the defensive calls against the Jazz, they call to high when it's a 1 on 1 or a foul on their guy. These are all things that we need to see. Good team defense, beautiful ball movement and a wonderful rebounder in Garnett. If this team can do all this against Utah, they should do great against the Rockets.

The Jazz are pretty good, but they don't have the experience of our guys. The Mavs look great. 3-1. 4-0 on the road. Playing great basketball. Very deserving of the 5th seed. Good play by the referees. They call all the defensive calls against the Jazz, they call to high when it's a 1 on 1 or a foul on their guy. These are all things that we need to see. Good team defense, beautiful ball movement and a
wonderful rebounder in Garnett. If this team can do all this against Utah, they should do great against the Rockets. The Jazz are pretty good, but 82157476af
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